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Temperature is among the cardinal environmental variables which determine the 1 

composition and function of microbial communities. Many culture-independent studies have 2 

characterized communities that are affected by changing temperatures, either due to seasonal 3 

cycles1-3, long-term warming4-6, or latitudinal/elevational gradients7-8. However, a predictive 4 

understanding of how microbial communities respond to such changes in temperature is still 5 

lacking, partly because it is not obvious which aspects of microbial physiology determine whether 6 

a species should benefit from temperature alteration. Here, we incorporate how microbial growth 7 

rates change with temperature to a modified Lotka-Volterra competition model9, and predict that 8 

higher temperatures should generically favor slower-growing species in a bacterial community. We 9 

experimentally confirm this prediction in pairwise cocultures assembled from a diverse set of 10 

species, and we show that these changes to pairwise outcomes with temperature are also predictive 11 

of changing outcomes in three-species communities, suggesting our theory may propagate to more 12 

complex assemblages. Our results demonstrate that it is possible to predict how bacterial 13 

communities will shift with temperature knowing only the growth rates of the community members. 14 

These results provide a testable hypothesis for future studies of more complex, natural 15 

communities, and we hope that this work will help bridge the gap between ecological theory and 16 

the complex dynamics observed in metagenomic surveys.  17 

 Experimental microbial communities are normally incubated at a fixed temperature. We aimed to 18 

determine how changing this incubation temperature would affect the outcome of a microbial coculture in 19 

which the two species were known to stably coexist at our usual experimental temperature of 25°C. We 20 

focused on two naturally co-occurring species isolated from soil (Aci1 and Pan1), and followed a standard 21 

coculture methodology (see Methods) at three experimental temperatures: 16°C, 25°C, and 30°C. At each 22 

of these three temperatures, Aci1 is the faster growing species, and the difference in the growth rates of the 23 

two species increases alongside temperature (Figure 1A). Accordingly, we assumed that the slower-growing 24 

Pan1 would be favored by lowering the temperature and disfavored by raising the temperature, as its 25 

competitive ability would likely be hindered by a larger disparity in growth rate. Surprisingly, we observed 26 

the opposite, and found that Pan1 in fact becomes a stronger competitor at higher temperature, with the 27 

coculture outcome shifting from Aci1 dominance at 16°C (Figure 1B) to coexistence at 25°C (Figure 1C) 28 

and finally to Pan1 dominance at 30°C (Figure 1D).           29 
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To explain this potentially counterintuitive result, we developed a model that expands on the work 30 

of Abreu et al.9, who used a modified version of the Lotka-Volterra competition model to explain how 31 

increasing mortality favors faster growing species. In addition to the growth rates, the Lotka-Volterra model 32 

requires knowledge of how the growth of the two species is inhibited by other cells of their own species as 33 

compared to the presence of cells of the competing species. This inhibition is traditionally captured by a 34 

parameter (α) that relates the strength of interspecific (between-species) competition to intraspecific (within-35 

species) competition (Figure 2A). Competitive outcomes in the classic version of this model are determined 36 

entirely by these competition coefficients. However, many microbial communities experience mortality that 37 

is not driven by competition and which affects the entire community. Importantly, this is true of all 38 

laboratory cultures, where cells are removed from the community either continuously (as in a chemostat or 39 

turbidostat) or at discrete intervals (as in batch culture). It may also result from predation by bacterivores, 40 

or from physical removal, as in our gut microbiota. The formulation of the Lotka-Volterra model described 41 

above can therefore be made more realistic to microbial cocultures by the introduction of a community-42 

wide mortality rate (𝛿). The introduction of this death rate to the model (Figure 2B) has an important effect: 43 

it makes the competitive outcome dependent on the growth rates as well as the competition coefficients, 44 

such that when the death rate is absorbed the α’s are reparametrized as 45 

 

where  is the inhibition of species i by species j without the death rate and  is the inhibition with the 46 

death rate. Adding mortality to the model favors the faster growing species9 by increasing 𝛼$% and decreasing 47 

𝛼%$. Visually, this change to the α’s of the two species can be represented as a 45-degree arrow through the 48 

phase space of the competitive outcomes (Figure 2C), pointing to the quadrant in which the faster grower 49 

wins. Mortality can reverse the competitive outcome if the slow grower would win without the mortality 50 

rate, passing first though a region of either coexistence or bistability. Importantly, the arrow is made longer 51 

by higher death rates and made shorter by higher growth rates. As bacterial growth rates are a function of 52 

temperature, this in turn introduces a temperature-dependence to the competition, and suggests that at any 53 

given death rate higher temperature should favor the slower growing species by lessening the favor conferred 54 

to the fast grower by the added mortality.  55 

To understand how temperature should influence the growth rate of bacterial species, we turned to 56 

the model of Ratkowsky et al.10. This phenomenological model predicts a linear relationship between 57 

temperature and the square root of a species’ growth rate, such that the growth rate of any bacterial species 58 

can be modeled (so long as it is sufficiently below the species’ optimum temperature, TOpt) as a function of 59 

two parameters: the slope of the presumed linear relationship (b), and the x-intercept of that line (T0) (Figure 60 
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2D). For any pair of species in which there is a consistent fast-grower (i.e. the faster grower has the lower 61 

T0 and the higher b), plugging the Ratkowsky model into the competition model and taking the derivative 62 

of αfs with respect to temperature reveals the surprising prediction that the slow grower is always favored by 63 

an increase in temperature. Remarkably, this is true even if the difference in growth rates between the two 64 

species increases with temperature. The prediction is largely generalizable to any temperature range in which 65 

there is a consistent faster-growing species and slower-growing species, even if their growth rate rankings 66 

flip far enough outside this temperature range (Supplementary Information). It is also generalizable to non-67 

competitive interactions such as mutualism and parasitism (Supplementary Information). There are practical 68 

limits to this change to α: if the slow grower is already dominating at low temperatures then increasing 69 

temperature will not lead to a qualitative change in the outcome. Additionally, this model only holds when 70 

the temperature is below the species’ optimums, and growth rates increase alongside increases in 71 

temperature.  Still, this theory suggests that it is possible to alter the competitive outcome by changing 72 

temperature, and to predict which species should benefit so long as the growth rates are known.   73 

As a test of this theory, we chose a collection of 13 bacterial strains with variable growth rates 74 

(Figure 3A). This group comprised 6 strains from the ATCC culture collection and 7 naturally co-occurring 75 

strains isolated from soil. To fit the Ratkowsky model, we measured the growth rates of each strain at a 76 

minimum of four temperatures using a time to threshold approach (see Methods) (Figure 3B, 77 

Supplementary Figure 1). Both model parameters had a wide range, with T0 ranging from -14°C to 4°C 78 

(mean = -3°C, SD = 5°C), and b ranging from 0.012 to 0.031 (mean = 0.024, SD = 0.005). Interestingly, 79 

these two values were highly correlated (r = 0.96, Supplementary Figure 2), suggesting that species which 80 

are capable of growing at lower temperatures (lower T0), are less able to increase their growth rates as 81 

temperature increases (lower b). This correlation has been previously reported in the literature11, although, 82 

to our knowledge, without any mechanistic explanation. It follows from the high correlation between b and 83 

T0 that the curves representing the growth rate responses to temperature of different species (Figure 3B) 84 

are likely to intersect, such that which species we term the ‘fast grower’ and ‘slow grower’ may not be 85 

consistent across our range of temperatures. However, in 39 of the possible 78 pairs of species (50%) there 86 

was a consistent fast- and slow-grower across the range of experimental temperatures (16°C-30°C) (Figure 87 

3C). We carried out 38 of these 39 pairwise cocultures, but did not coculture Pan1 and Pan2 because their 88 

colony morphologies are difficult to visually differentiate.  For a subset of these cocultures, we varied the 89 

death rate as well as the temperature to explore how these two variables interact to shape competitive 90 

landscapes (Supplementary Information).    91 

When these coculture outcomes are visualized as a heat map (Figure 3D), we observe a clear shift 92 

from fast-grower dominance at 16°C towards coexistence or slow-grower dominance in most species pairs. 93 
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Plotting the changes in the slow-grower percentage for the two temperature shifts (Figure 3E) reveals that 94 

almost all transitions are in keeping with our theory. Of the 73 transitions that do not include a bistable 95 

outcome, 46 (63%) resulted in an increase in the slow-grower percentage in accordance with our theory, 23 96 

(32%) led to no shift in the slow-grower percentage, and only 4 (5%) resulted in a decrease in the slow-97 

grower percentage counter to our theory. In two of those four pairwise transitions not predicted by the 98 

model (EA/SM and Aci2/PV, both from 16°C to 25°C), the fast-grower dominated the community at 16°C 99 

when its initial fraction was 90% but coexistence was observed when its initial fraction was 50% or 10%, 100 

suggesting that the community may not have come to equilibrium within the 7 day experiment. In the third 101 

pair’s (PP/Pan2) transition from 25°C to 30°C, we always observed coexistence at both temperatures but 102 

with very high variance between replicates (0.1% - 0.8% slow grower at 25°C and 0% - 0.8% slow grower at 103 

30°C), suggesting either experimental error or a high degree of stochasticity in this particular interaction. 104 

Finally, the fourth pair’s (PCH/PV) transition from 16°C to 25°C consistently showed a switch from 105 

coexistence to fast-grower dominance, suggesting some other temperature-dependent factor influenced the 106 

community in a direction counter to our theory. 107 

Given the success of the model in predicting pairwise outcomes, we wanted to explore how 108 

temperature might impact more complex communities. Previous work in this group developed a simple 109 

predictive algorithm for inferring microbial community assembly from pairwise interactions12, which predicts 110 

that any species which is outcompeted in pairwise competition will not survive in any complex community 111 

that includes the other species in the pair. This implies that a change in temperature which shifts a pairwise 112 

interaction from competitive exclusion to coexistence could have broad implications for other species in the 113 

community, potentially resulting in cascading effects. The reverse is also possible: changes to temperature 114 

might shift a competitive outcome form coexistence to exclusion, decreasing the diversity of the community 115 

or allowing a species that was excluded by the newly outcompeted species to invade. We chose four trios of 116 

strains to test whether the changes we observed in the pairwise dynamics propagated to a three-species 117 

community. For each trio, we competed each pair of species in the trio from two initial species fractions and 118 

the full trio from four initial starting fractions (Figure 4A). We predicted that the community assembly rules 119 

should hold regardless of temperature and that increasing temperature should shift the equilibrium state 120 

away from the fastest grower and towards the slowest grower (Figure 4A).  121 

We found the community assembly rules were highly accurate: the standardized Euclidean distance 122 

from the prediction had a mean of 0.11, a SD of 0.17, and was 0 in more than half of the cases (32, 52%) 123 

(Figure 4B). Here, we focus on the PP/PCH/SM trio, in which the assembly rules predict a shift from 124 

bistable dynamics between PP and PCH at low temperature, to coexistence between PCH and SM at 125 

intermediate temperature, and ultimately to dominance by SM at high temperature (Figure 4C). In this trio, 126 
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there is a consistent fast (PP) and slow (SM) grower across the full range of temperatures (Figure 4D), and 127 

the predictions from the pairwise dynamics are consistent with a movement in the equilibrium species 128 

fractions away from the fast grower and towards the slow grower as the temperature increases. This is in 129 

fact what we observed in our experiment: in almost all cases the equilibrium result was qualitatively the same 130 

as that predicted by the assembly rules. We also observed interesting dynamics in the PP/PV/Pan1 trio 131 

(Supplementary Figure 3). Here, PV was always excluded, but the species it was excluded by changed from 132 

PP to Pan1 as temperature increased. Based on the pairwise dynamics, there is possibly a temperature 133 

between 25°C and 30°C where PV should have been able to persist, highlighting how even very slight 134 

changes in temperature can alter the diversity of a microbial community.   135 

All microbial communities are structured by interactions between their constituent species and 136 

between those species and the abiotic environment. As microbes compete for space and resources they have 137 

a number of tools at their disposal beyond the ability to grow faster13, including the production of secondary 138 

metabolites that are toxic to their competitors (antibiotics), contact-dependent inhibition, or antagonistic 139 

environmental alteration, for example through pH modification14. Temperature has the ability to influence 140 

each of these mechanisms, for example by varying the secondary metabolites produced by the community 141 

members15-16, manipulating the ability of community members to withstand the metabolites of other species17, 142 

or changing the pH range in which a species can grow18. Temperature may also play a role in determining 143 

the nutritional requirements of different species, potentially altering the nature of their ecological interactions 144 

and upsetting competitive hierarchies19,20. This complex set of interacting variables might suggest that 145 

predicting the effect of temperature on microbial competitive outcomes requires a potentially intractable 146 

knowledge of each species in the community and the interactions between them. However, we demonstrate 147 

here that we can obtain a great deal of predictive accuracy knowing nothing about the mechanisms which 148 

underpin those interactions and instead focusing exclusively on growth rates. This surprising simplicity may 149 

result from the density dependence of each of these competitive mechanisms: the greater the gap between 150 

a species’ growth rate and the death rate, the more the population of that species will be able to alter the 151 

environment in a manner favorable to itself. Even a very strong competitor will be rendered ineffectual if it 152 

is unable to reach a sufficient density. For example, a slower-growing strain which relies on antibiotic 153 

production as a competitive mechanism may not be able to produce a minimum inhibitory concentration if 154 

its growth rate is barely higher than the death rate.  155 

Here, we demonstrate a potentially unifying predictive ability that only requires knowledge of a single 156 

variable: the maximal growth rate of each species. Although encouraging, these results are based on simple 157 

two- or three-species communities, drawn from a small species pool, in a tightly controlled lab environment. 158 

Still, this theory and preliminary experimental work provides a testable hypothesis for future studies of more 159 
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complex, natural communities, and helps bridge the gap between ecological theory and the complex 160 

dynamics observed in metagenomic studies.   161 
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Figure 1: Increasing temperature favors the slower-growing bacterial species in a coculture, despite 162 

widening the difference in growth rates.  This figure highlights the coculture outcomes of a faster-growing 163 

Acinetobacter species (Aci1) and a slower-growing Pantoea species (Pan1), both isolated from the same soil 164 

sample. (A) Aci1 is the faster grower regardless of temperature, and the difference in growth rates between 165 

the two species accelerates as temperature increases. Increasing temperature moves the equilibrium 166 

community state from competitive exclusion by Aci1 at 16°C (D) to coexistence at 25°C (E), and eventually to 167 

Pan1 dominance at 30°C (F), with the potentially counter-intuitive result that the slower growing species is 168 

favored by higher temperatures even when that change increases the gap in growth rates.   169 
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Figure 2: A simple model predicts that the slower-growing species in a coculture should generically be 170 

favored by increasing temperature. (A) The Lotka-Volterra competition models are parameterized by the 171 

growth rates of the two species and their competition coefficients (α), which relate between-species inhibition 172 

to within-species inhibition. A community-wide death rate (𝛿) can also be added to the model. (B) The full 173 

Lotka-Volterra competition equations, with added death rate. (C) With no death rate, competition outcomes 174 

are determined exclusively by the competition coefficients and do not depend on the growth rates (black 175 

points). The introduction of a death rate can alter the competitive outcome by effectively increasing the log(α) 176 

of the fast grower and decreasing the log(α) of the slow grower by the same amount, resulting in a 45-degree 177 

movement through phase space (light gray arrows). This arrow becomes longer as the death rate increases 178 

and shorter as temperature (and accordingly growth rates) increases, implying that for a given death rate, the 179 

slower-growing species should be favored by an increase in temperature. (D) The growth rates of 180 

microorganisms when sufficiently below TOpt are a simple function of temperature that can be modeled with 181 

two parameters: the slope of the square-root of the growth rate against temperature (b) and the minimum 182 

growth temperature (T0). 183 
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Figure 3: Theoretical predictions of which species should be favored by increasing temperature are 184 

validated in a wide array of experimental cocultures between a diverse set of species. (A) We tested our 185 

hypothesis that the slower-growing species should be favored by increasing temperature in model two-species 186 

communities drawn from 13 bacterial strains. Strains which are classified to the species level were obtained 187 

from the ATCC culture collection, and strains which are classified only to the genus level were isolated from a 188 

single soil sample and identified via sequencing of the 16S ribosomal subunit. Branch length of the phylogeny, 189 

based on full 16S sequences, corresponds to substitutions per base pair. (B) We measured the growth rates 190 

for each strain at a minimum of 4 temperatures in order to fit the Ratkowsky model for the range of 8°C to 25°C. 191 

30°C  growth rates, where the model may no longer hold, were measured directly. Line colors are matched to 192 

the label color for each strain in panel A. (C) Of the 78 possible species pairs, there were 39 pairs (50%) in 193 

which one strain was consistently the faster grower across the range of experimental temperatures (highlighted 194 

in gray). We cocultured 38 of these pairs at 16°C, 25°C, and 30°C following the experimental protocol of Figure 195 

1. We did not coculture Pan1 and Pan2 because their colony morphologies are difficult to differentiate.  (D) 196 

Heat map of coulure outcomes after a 7 day dilution cycle. Values are an average of at least 4 separate 197 

cocultures comprising 3 different initial strain ratios (90% fast grower, 50% fast grower, and 10% fast grower). 198 

Numbers designate species pairs as in C. (E) Boxplot of competitive outcomes at the three experimental 199 

temperatures. Black lines indicate the median, lower and upper box boundaries correspond to the first and 200 

third quartiles, and whiskers extend to the largest and smallest values within 1.5 times the inter-quartile range. 201 

Points indicate the outcomes of individual coculture pairs, and pairs are connected by lines, which are colored 202 

by the change in the mean equilibrium fast grower percentage. The two pairs in which we observe a bistable 203 

outcome are not included in the plot.     204 
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Figure 4: Shifts in pairwise competitive outcomes with temperature allow for prediction of the shifts 205 

observed in a three species community. (A) To test the predictive accuracy of pairwise dynamics for a three 206 

species community, we determined the equilibrium outcome of each pair in the trio from 2 initial starting points 207 

and the equilibrium outcome of the full trio from four starting points. When viewed as a ternary plot with the 208 

fastest species on the bottom-left and the slowest species on the bottom-right, we predict that increasing 209 

temperature should result in a clockwise movement of the equilibrium outcome. (B) We calculated the 210 

Euclidean distance (normalized to the maximum possible distance) between the predicted and observed 211 

equilibrium states. The outer density plot shows the distribution of distances across all four trios, while the 212 

inner plot splits the distribution by trio. (C) We used the assembly rules of Friedman12 to estimate the 213 

equilibrium community state from the pairwise dynamics of each species in the trio. In this example, the 214 

pairwise dynamics predict a bistable outcome between PP and PCH at 11°C, coexistence between PCH and 215 

SM at 16°C, and dominance by SM at 25°C and 30°C. (D) This figure highlights the PP/PCH/SM trio, which has 216 

a consistent growth rate hierarchy regardless of temperature. (E-G) The experiment validates both the 217 

predicted clockwise movement about the ternary plot and the predictive accuracy of the assembly rules. Note 218 

that the 30°C outcome is not shown because it is identical to the 25°C treatment.   219 
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MATERIALS & METHODS 

SPECIES & MEDIA 
We used two sets of bacterial species in this study: seven naturally-co-occurring taxa isolated from 220 

soil and six strains ordered from the ATCC culture collection. The soil isolates were obtained by vortexing 221 

a small amount of soil taken from an urban park into PBS, followed by plating onto LB agar. Colonies were 222 

chosen based on the criteria that they were visually differentiable from all other strains in the study, and that 223 

they were capable of growing in the defined media described below. The taxonomic identity of the soil 224 

isolates was determined via sequencing of the V4-V5 16S hypervariable region, and the seven isolates were 225 

found to comprise representatives from three bacterial genera: Acinetobacter (Aci1 and Aci2), Pantoea (Pan1 226 

and Pan2), and Pseudomonas (Pseu1, Pseu2, and Pseu3). The six species obtained from ATCC were Enterobacter 227 

aerogenes (EA, ATCC#13048), Pseudomonas aurantiaca (PA, ATCC#33663), Pseudomonas chlororaphis (PCH, 228 

ATCC#9446), Pseudomonas putida (PP, ATCC#12633), Pseudomonas veronii (PV, ATCC#700474) and Serratia 229 

marcescens (SM, ATCC#13880). All 13 strains are members of the bacterial class Gammaproteobacteria.  230 

 All coculture experiments in this study were carried out in S minimal medium supplemented with 231 

glucose (to a concentration of 0.2%) and ammonium chloride. The medium contained 100 mM sodium 232 

chloride, 5.7 mM dipotassium phosphate, 44.1 mM monopotassium phosphate, 5 mg/L cholesterol, 10 mM 233 

potassium citrate pH 6 (1 mM citric acid monohydrate, 10 mM tri-potassium citrate monohydrate), 3 mM 234 

calcium chloride, 3 mM magnesium sulfate, trace metals solution (0.05 mM disodium EDTA, 0.02 mM iron 235 

sulfate heptahydrate, 0.01 mM manganese chloride tetrahydrate, 0.01 mM zinc sulfate heptahydrate, 0.01 236 

mM copper sulfate pentahydrate), 0.93 mM ammonium chloride, and 10 mM glucose.   237 

 
GROWTH RATE MODEL 
  To fit the Ratkowsky model for each strain, we calculated their growth rate at a minimum of four 238 

temperatures. We used a time to threshold approach to estimate growth rates, in which monocultures with 239 

known initial optical density (OD 600 nm) were spot checked every few hours. These growth rate 240 

experiments were carried out as follows: frozen stocks of the desired species were streaked out on a nutrient 241 

agar petri dish and, after incubation at room temperature for ~48 hours, a single colony was picked into 5 242 

mL of 1X LB broth and grown overnight. 35 uL of this LB culture was then inoculated into 5 mL of S 243 

medium and grown for ~ 24 hours. The OD of the S medium culture was measured and the background 244 

OD (measured as the OD of the same volume of sterile S medium in the same type of 96 well plate) was 245 

subtracted in order to estimate population density. A log10 serial dilution of the monoculture was carried out 246 

on a 300 ul 96-well plate (Falcon) so that each strain was diluted to an OD of between 10-1 and 10-6 that of 247 

the overnight culture. The OD of each of these diluted cultures was checked periodically, the background 248 

OD was subtracted, and the growth rate was calculated as log(ODT/ODT=0)/T where ODT=0 is the initial 249 

OD of the diluted culture and ODT is the OD at time T (measured as hours from initial time point). To 250 

make sure the cultures were still in their exponential phase of growth, growth rate was only calculated for 251 

measurements with ODT < 0.15, and all growth rate estimates were based on a minimum of 5 measurements.  252 

This method of growth rate measurement implicitly incorporates lag time, as strains with a longer lag times 253 

will take longer to reach a given OD than another species with the same exponential growth rate but a 254 

shorter lag time.  255 

 
COCULTURE EXPERIMENTS 

Frozen stocks of the competing species were streaked out on nutrient agar petri dishes and, after 256 

incubation at room temperature for ~48 hours, a single colony of each species was picked into its own 50 257 

mL Falcon tube containing 5 mL of 1X LB broth. Monocultures were grown overnight at room temperature, 258 

and 35 uL of this LB culture was then inoculated into 5 mL of S medium and grown for ~ 24 hours at room 259 

temperature. The monocultures of each species were then OD-standardized, and the monocultures were 260 
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mixed together with the desired proportions. In the two species experiments, the cocultures started from 261 

three initial community states: 90% fast grower / 10% slow grower, an equal split, and 10% fast grower / 262 

90% slow grower. In the trio experiments, the competitions started from four initial community states: three 263 

90%/5%/5% splits, each with a different species in the majority, and an even split of 33.3% of each species. 264 

All competition experiments were carried out in 300 uL 96 well plates (Falcon). The initial plate was made 265 

by adding 160 uL of S Media, 20 uL of 2% glucose, and 20 uL of a 1/10 dilution of the appropriate mixed 266 

cultures to each well, and was then incubated, wrapped in Parafilm and without shaking, for 24 hours at the 267 

desired temperature. Each day, for seven cycles, the previous day’s plate was serially diluted into new S Media 268 

so that each well held 180 uL of a 1/100 dilution of the mixed culture, and 20 uL of 2% glucose was added 269 

before incubation for another 24 hours. At the end of the competition cycle, the cultures were spot plated 270 

onto nutrient agar after dilution in phosphate-buffered saline, and colonies were counted by visual inspection 271 

to determine the equilibrium fraction of the species.  272 

 
CODE AND DATA AVAILABILITY 

Access to the data is publicly available at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.8285543.v1. All 273 

code for data analysis is available from the first author by request. 274 
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